


DELNOISE, the innovative brand of Kantaflex India Private Limited presents with new innovative 
product line, which will establish a purposeful market. With years of studying the effects of noise 
pollution and their impact, Delnoise launches with the most advanced engineering solution in 
India. The entire range of products are tested as per Indian and international standards to solve 
the noise problems with the capability to design, manufacture and install customized noise 
barrier to suit the requirement of clients. The parent company having over 30 years of experience 
in the industry it gives enormous support to add value to the products. The team is set on a 
mission to thrive a future ahead minimizing the noise pollution.

ABOUT US
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DID YOU KNOW ?
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Hearing problem     Difficulty in sleeping
Cardiovascular problem     Reproduction problem in animals
Emotional and behavioural change

Reduces noise to the receiver by absorbing, diffusing or 
reflecting the sound waves.

Aesthetically pleasing with different colour options and designs

Protects the wildlife from noise pollution

Tested as per EN standards for acoustic and 
mechanical properties. 

The Solution

No risk

Harmfulness theshold

Danger: harmful

Irreversible damage
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Sound is a form of energy, it is created when air molecules 
vibrate and move in a pattern called sound waves. Sound 
needs medium to travel- AIR, WATER, SOLID.  In space there is 
no sound because there is no medium for sound to travel.

WHAT IS SOUND? 

Noise intensity in dB.

Noise is also a sound, but the sounds which are loud and 
unpleasant that causes discomfort to human and living things is 
called as noise.

DIFFERENCE between sound and noise are the variations in 
vibrations of the acoustic waves, more the number & faster the 
vibration, emits  high energy, that causes noise.

WHAT IS NOISE? 

Effects of noise on 
human and animals are:
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ABSORPTION
Perforated holes for 
noise absorption

Scratch
Resistant

Long 
Life Time

ABSORPTIVE BARRIER

Graffiti 
Resistant

Resistant To Extreme 
Weather & Dust.

Acoustic panel to 
absorb noise 
upto 38 Db

DIFFUSION

Characteristics

Angled corrugation 
area for noise diffusion

Delnoise absorptive type works on the principle by reducing the sound wave generated from the 

source by breaking it down to multiple small waves by the process of diffraction, until the sound 

waves break down to the maximum and loses its energy while coming out. This particular 

principle helps to reduce the noise level and protects the environment from noise pollution on 

both side of the panels, between the highway and the closely packed cities, towns, villages, 

forest areas etc. Designed as per Indian road congress (IRC) and European Union (EU) standard.



Reflection

Solid transparent panel 
for noise reflection

Vision
Transparent panel 
for vision

Characteristics

Delnoise reflective type noise barrier works under the principle by redirecting the sound wave 
generated from the source by the process of refraction. This process greatly helps the reduction 
of sound in open areas where one side is occupied by villages, towns, cities etc and the other 
side is open. Designed as per Indian road congress (IRC) and European Union (EU) standard. 

Reduce
Tunnel Effect

UV treated to 
prevent from 
discolour

Resistant to 
extreme weather 
condition

Transparent 
material UP to 90% 
transparency

REFLECTIVE BARRIER

Transparent panel 
to reflect noise 
upto 29 Db



CREDENTIALS



Kantaflex (India) Private Limited
New# 213(Old #113), Prakasam Salai

1st Floor, Broadway, Chennai - 600 108, TN, India

ADDRESS

(+91) 44 2536 1242 / 25361462 info@kantaflex.in

www.kantaflex.in  |  www.delnoise.com

Installed by Delnoise at Nagpur-Mumbai super communication expressway.


